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Resistivity and spe i heat measurements at low temperatures on
CeIn3 x Snx samples with on entrations x = 0:6; 0:65 and 0:7 demonstrate
that with in reasing Sn-alloying, the antiferromagneti ordering temperature de reases ontinuously down to T = 0 K and disappears at a quantum
riti al point. We observe non-Fermi liquid (NFL) behavior in the resistivity and the spe i heat, however the temperature dependen ies are
dierent from the predi tions for a spin density wave (SDW) s enario. The
resistivity at the riti al point shows e.g., a linear temperature dependen e, as expe ted for two dimensional u tuations, whi h however an be
ex luded in the ubi stru ture of CeIn3 x Snx .
PACS numbers: 71.27.+a, 71.10.Hf

1. Introdu tion
In the presen e of an antiferromagneti
(QCP) where

TN

! 0,

(AF) quantum

riti al point

lear deviations from the properties of a Landau

Fermi liquid (LFL) have been observed mostly in Rare Earth-based heavy
fermion systems (HF). Among the growing number of Ce-based HF

om-

pounds showing Non-Fermi liquid (NFL) ee ts CeIn3 takes in a spe ial
position [1℄. In

ontrast to many other NFL systems

urrently under inves-

tigation whi h have either orthorhombi , e.g., CeCu5:9 Au0:1 [2℄ or tetragonal,
e.g., CeCu2 Si2 [3℄ and CeNi2 Ge2 [4℄



rystal stru ture, in CeIn3 the Ce-atom
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site has a

ubi

symmetry.

A

ording to today's theories, the dimension-

ality of the spin u tuations plays a

ru ial role in the des ription of NFL

behavior. Predi tions have been made for transport and thermodynami al
properties in
u tuations
the

ubi

p / T and C=T / log T and 3D

ase of 2D spin u tuations,

 / T

1:5 and

/

C=T

b T , respe

tively [5, 6℄. Be ause of

symmetry, CeIn3 x Snx is of great interest, being an outstanding

andidate investigating the parameter dimensionality by

omparison with

other NFL-systems and known theoreti al des riptions.

2. Resistivity and spe i heat results
Resistivity and spe i
talline samples with

heat measurements were performed on poly rys-

on entrations

x = 0:6, 0:65 (only (T )) and 0:7 in order

to tra e the vanishing of the AF transition and investigating the evolution

of NFL-behavior. Due to the high Sn-doping needed to tune the systems to-

= 300K =20mK)

wards the QCP the residual resistivity ratio (RRR
low, RRR
atures.
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Fig. 1. Low-temperature zero eld resistivity (T ) versus temperature of
CeIn3 x Snx with x = 0:6; 0:65 and 0:7. The arrow marks the Néel temperature
estimated from an equal areas onstru tion as shown in the inset.

TN

= 0:4

K. The singularity in

(T )

is similar to those observed for lower

Sn- on entrations at the transition from the paramagneti
magneti

ferromagneti

transition. This is also

x = 0:65 a small kink

onrmed by spe i

heat data whi h

TN = 0:4 K (Fig. 2). At slightly higher onan still be resolved in (T ) at TN = 0:1 K. The

shows a broad anomaly around
tent,

to the antiferro-

ordered state indi ating that this kink is indeed related to the anti-
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x

transition temperature has been determined using an equal areas
tion as shown in the inset. At a doping
of an AF transition

ould be found. The

0:65  x  0:70
x = 0:6
x = 0:65
"  0:8

between

on entration

.

Figure 1

onstru -

x = 0:7 no indi

ation

riti al point therefore is lo alized

learly shows that the exponent in

(T ) is well below 2. For
"
a best t through the data for T > TN with  / T
, whereas for T < TN "  1 is found. In CeIn2:3 Sn0:7 the
reases linearly upon de reasing temperature from T  0:8 K

the power law in the temperature dependen e of
and

yields

resistivity de

down to the lowest investigated temperature.
eld we found in all samples a

 / AT 2

When applying a magneti

behavior, meaning a LFL state is

established. An analysis of the tting shows a divergen e of the A- oe ient
towards

B ! 0 T, while T  , the temperature where the T 2 -t deviates from

the measurement in reases with in reasing eld.
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Fig. 2. Ele troni spe i heat of CeIn2:4 Sn0:6 (4) and CeIn2:3 Sn0:7 (o) plotted as

C=T versus log T . The solid lines show the experimental data. Symbols present the

data after subtra tion of a nu lear ontribution whi h has been estimated
p from the
data below 0.1 K (see text). The dashed line is a C (T )=T / 0 b T -t through
the data.
The spe i
in a

C=T

heat data for

versus

log T

representation (solid line).

dominated by a large nu lear
the ele troni

x = 0:6 and x = 0:71

Below 0.1 K,

C (T )

is

ontribution of In, making the determination of

ontribution di ult. We estimated the nu lear

the data above 0.1 K (open symbols).

ontribution

=T 2 -term from
We tried to t the data for x = 0:7

from the data below 0.1 K and subtra ted a

1

are depi ted in gure 2

orresponding

The high temperature spe i heat data (T > 0:4 K) measured in a ommer ial
Quantum Design PPMS has been multiplied by 1.05 in order to fall on top of the low
C=T -measurement.
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0:1 < T < 2
C=T
log T

between

K both with

C=T

= a log T

and

=

C=T

p

b T.

0

of these ts where in good agreement with the experimental data.
plot

versus

, the experimental data show a signi ant

p log T

in disagreement with a pure
than for the

C=T

/

b T

0

-dependen e, but the

None

In the

urvature

urvature is weaker

t (dashed line).

3. Con luding remarks
Our results demonstrate that in CeIn3 x Snx , the antiferromagneti
disappears at a quantum

TN

= 0:1

state

riti al point. The lowest transition we observed,

K, is two orders of magnitude lower than

TN

= 10

and at least one order of magnitude lower than the lowest
in experiments on pure CeIn3 under pressure [7℄.

K at

TN

x

=0

,

determined

The NFL signatures do

not agree with the predi tion in the SDW-s enario [5℄ for a 3D-system. A ording to SDW-theory, the behavior in the resistivity would
a 2D-system.

Similar

T -dependen

orrespond to

ies have been reported for many other

NFL-systems. However, those systems show eviden e for lower symmetry,
e.g., CeCu6 x Aux for whi h a redu ed dimensionality has been reported

[8℄. In

ubi

CeIn3 the argument of lower dimensionality

an be ex luded.

Furthermore, the linear behavior in resistivity violates even SDW-theory
predi tions in luding a large disorder ee t. Here, an exponent

(T ) / T "

is expe ted, while for

an exponent of

lean samples

"

! 1 [9℄.

" = 1:5

in

Surprisingly,

"  1:6 has been observed in pure CeIn3 with a low residRRR  30) when tuned towards the quantum riti al

ual resistivity ratio (

point by pressure [7℄. These results

ast doubts on the appli ability of the

SDW-s enario.
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